1. Statement of the theorem. Let V be a compact differentiable (n -1)-manifold with dV ^ 0 and h: V-> Va, diffeomorphism, which restricts to the identity on dV; by forming the mapping torus V h9 which has dV x S 1 as boundary, and identifying (x, t) ~ (x, t') on dV h for each x e dV, t 9 1' e S 1 , we obtain a closed, differentiable rc-manifold M, which, if we look at a piece of the image N of dV x S 1 under the identification map, looks like an open book ( Figure 1 ).
The fibers of V define the 'pages' and N, a closed codimension 2 submanifold is called the 'binding'. Every point x £ N lies on one and only one page and the boundary of each page coincides with N.
DEFINITION. A closed manifold is an open book if it is diffeomorphic to one of those just obtained.
Hence an open book is represented by a page V and a self-diffeomorphism h : V -• V, which restricts to the identity on dV If h*:H%(V, Z) -> H*(V, Z) is the identity, we say that the open book decomposition has no monodromy. Figure 3 ) and there exist k-dimensional subcomplexes K t c W t (I = 1,2) such that these inclusions are homotopy equivalences.
ASSERTION. There exists a k-complex K c= E c ôW 1 = dW 2 such that both inclusions K c: W t are homotopy equivalences.
PROOF. Let i t :E -* K t be the maps defined by E a W t £ K t . Suppose we found a map c:K 1 -> £ such that both i^'.K^^ -> X x and i 2 c:K l -> K 2 are homotopy equivalences. Then, since dim £ = 2fc, if we put c in general position, the only singularities will be transverse self-intersections of k-simplices of K x , By a well known method, due to Stallings (embedding 'up to homotopy', see [6] for example), we can attach 2-disks to the image of c to obtain a complex K c E = dW l9 which is homotopically equivalent to K x ; here the condition n = 2k -I-1 > 5 is used.
In order to find c notice the following (all homology groups are taken over the integers and / = 1,2):
(a) H k (K t ) are free and, since the W t are defined with respect to a minimal handlebody decomposition, by duality, they have the same number of generators.
(b) By duality, H t {W, E) = 0 for i S k and, by the relative Hurewicz theorem, n t (^, E) = 0 for i ^ k.
(c) By (b), the f rt :H,-(£) -» H^K^ are isomorphisms for i < k and epimorphisms for i = k.
(d) From (c) and the relative Hurewicz theorem, it follows that the i t are (k -l)-connected maps; i.e., if we consider them to be fiber maps (up to homotopy) with fibers F t , then TL^F^ = 0 for i < k.
By (b), there exists a map c' : (K 2 ) such that i lHc c* = identity and i 2 *c* is an isomorphism, then we can change our cross section c', without changing it on the (k -1)-skeleton oîK u to a cross section c:K 1 -• E which induces c*. By Whitehead's theorem, i 2 c will then be a homotopy equivalence. I thank W. D. Neumann for the proof of the following algebraic lemma. Let F n be the free abelian group of rank n and G a finitely generated abelian group ; suppose it and i 2 K + F/ \ n + F n instead of (1) . Here p x and p 2 denote the projections F n + F n -+ F n .
PROOF. Since F n is free, there exist homomorphisms g l9 g 2 :F n -+ G such that i 1 g 1 = identity = i 2 g 2 \ define c :F n + F n -• G + F n + F n by c(x, y) = fei* + g 2 y ~ gihgiy* y> x -i 1 g 2 yl then ï 2 c(x,y) = (x 9 y) and i' 2 c:F n + ^li ~* ^i + ^n is an isomorphism, because it is an epimorphism :
i'ic{y -iigihgiy + hga*,* By (a) and (c) our diagram
hgiy) = (x,y).
satisfies the hypothesis of the lemma ; furthermore, we can suppose it has been stabilized by taking connected sums (along E and
fc a certain number of times. We can therefore construct c* above and follow it up geometrically to obtain a map c:K x -• E, such that both i^c and i 2 c are homotopy equivalences, which proves our assertion.
Let V be a regular neighborhood of K in E. By hypothesis, X has codimension 3 and so d V is also simply connected. FIGURE 3 Take a collar neighborhood dV x I of V in E and denote by F x the closure of the complement of V\J (dV x ƒ) in E and regard W x and VF 2 as relative cobordisms between F and V x (see Figure 3) . dV x ƒ is a product cobordism between dV and dV 1 and the Assertion implies that both W x and W 2 are relative /i-cobordisms. Hence, by the relative /z-cobordism theorem W t = V x I = W 2 and Figure 3 changes into x e v, t ei FIGURE 5 which, if we make our collar neighborhood dV x I smaller and smaller, changes into here binding = dV = N = 2 points. 
